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ACT – IP access control
Access control is primarily letting the “authorized” people conveniently in at the right times, as well as keeping
the “unauthorized” people out. Because we think access control works best when it’s both simple and secure, we
combined over 30 years’ engineering experience with modern internet technology to create ACT.
ACT grows with your business
ACT has all the features you would expect in a modern
day access control system. ACTpro provides optimal
security for a system of up to 32 doors directly from
the panel. After that ACT Enterprise takes over and
can grow up to 4000 doors so your initial investment
is never wasted. The software provides flexibility to
update and maintain your system efficiently, resulting
in both time and cost savings.
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In residential complexes, ACT solves the problems
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Where ACT wins

Commercial environments
significantly
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experience have ensured that ACT delivers simplicity
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